Whatever
your goals, we
can help guide
you there

The Fidelity guide
to choosing funds

Introducing guidance
When you’re looking at funds, it’s easy to be tempted by the
latest ‘flavour of the month’. However, we believe it’s
essential for investors to build diversified portfolios that are
targeted towards their goals, their time frames and their
attitudes to risk. This guide focuses on choosing funds, but
you may be interested to know that we now offer a selection
of Exchange Traded Instruments including shares, investment
trusts and exchange traded funds.
Whatever your level of knowledge or experience, and
however far you are along your investment journey, we
believe our guidance services could help you achieve better
investment outcomes.

Please note that the value of
investments can go down as well as
up so you may get back less than
you invest.
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Ways we
can help

Building a diversified portfolio normally involves combining a selection of
funds from across a mix of asset types (such as equities, bonds, property
shares, commodities and cash). Once you’ve made your initial choices, you
then need to manage them over the years in line with changing market
conditions, so you can be sure they continue to meet your needs.
Some people enjoy this aspect of investing, but
others find it especially challenging. The choice
of funds to select from can be overwhelming and
many investors don’t have the support or the time
to manage their money on an ongoing basis.
We have developed a range of guidance services
that aim to help everyone find the right funds
for their situation. These are introduced below.
While many investors reading this guide may
already have decided on the account they want
to invest in (such as our Investment Account,
Stocks & Shares ISA or our SIPP), we know that

some people might also like a bit of help with
this decision. Our account selection tool allows
you to find an account that meets your needs.
Turn to page 11 to find out more.
The value of tax savings and eligibility to
invest in an ISA or SIPP will depend on
individual circumstances and all tax rules
may change in the future. You will not
normally be able to withdraw money from a
pension until you reach age 55.

 PathFinder

 Select 50

 Select ETFs

This is our option for
investors who lack the
experience,
confidence or time to
manage their own
funds. It gives you
combinations of funds
chosen and managed
by our experts for you
to choose from. This
means you get a fully
diversified investment
in just a few clicks.
Turn to page 4.

Select 50 is designed
to help investors who
want to choose their
own individual funds.
The list contains
around 50 funds that
our experts believe
stand out from their
peers.
Turn to page 6.

This is a great way of
achieving broad
market access at low
cost. Our experts
have identified
exchange-traded
funds with potential
for the long term.
Turn to page 8.

nvestment
 IFinder
Our Investment Finder
allows you to build
your portfolio by
researching our full
range of investments.
The tool can help you
filter through a wide
range of investments,
offered by over 100 of
the UK’s leading fund
managers.
Turn to page 9.

 Easy Invest
Deciding to invest can be exciting, but with so many things to consider it’s hard to know where to begin.
That’s where Easy Invest comes in - If you are not sure where to get started, The Fidelity Index World
Fund invests in a variety of well know companies. Learn more here: fidelity.co.uk/easy-invest
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PathFinder
The easy way to
start investing

If you want support and guidance with every aspect of your investments, our
PathFinder could be what you’re looking for.
Our PathFinder provides you with a single
investment that holds a selection of funds
chosen by the Fidelity Multi Asset team. This
specialist group of experienced analysts and
fund managers is dedicated to developing
investments designed to meet a wide range of
investor needs. They have been managing our
portfolios for over 20 years. PathFinder is
designed for people who are looking for an
easy and quick way to start investing. All you
have to do is pick the level of risk you want to
take on and the investment approach you
want to follow.

Capital growth
There are five levels of risk available, set by our
Multi Asset team, which are based on the mixes
of assets held in the funds. If you want a
lower-risk way to invest, you can choose a
defensive option that has a greater allocation
of bonds and cash. At the other end of the
scale, you can opt for a more growth orientated
fund – some of which can be fully invested in
global equities or investments with a higher
level of risk.
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Once you choose your risk level all you need to
do is choose one of two fund types:
• E xpert Focus
Our in-house investment experts spread your
money across a range of best-in-class fund
managers and stay on top of the best
opportunities in the market on your behalf
so you don’t have to.
•C
 ost Focus
Our in-house investment experts spread your
money across global markets and asset
classes to keep you well diversified, while
keeping costs low.

Income generating
If you are interested in our income options
we’ll show you three Multi Asset Income funds
to consider. They contain a range of asset
classes which aim to deliver a yield for
investors and move between different income
generating asset classes as the market
changes. Please note that any income
generated within a pension account will
automatically be reinvested in your Fidelity
SIPP Cash Account.

Your ‘instant portfolio’
Once you’ve made your decision, you’ll be
investing in a single fund that invests in a
range of funds chosen by our experts based
on your chosen level of risk. Our team of
experts will use their research and expertise to
make the most of opportunities in all economic
conditions, as well as managing
the day-to-day decisions needed
for an effective investment
strategy. Although risk is an
important aspect to investing, it is
not the only consideration and
you should also look at the length
of time you wish to invest for.

Please note that the PathFinder tool is not
a personal recommendation in respect of
a particular investment. If you need
additional help, please speak to an
authorised financial adviser. You should
regularly reassess the suitability of your
investments to ensure they also continue
to meet your attitude to risk and
investment goals.

n V
 isit fidelity.co.uk/pathfinder
to start investing today
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Select 50
Fund ideas direct
from Fidelity’s
experts

If you want to build an investment portfolio from scratch, or add to an existing
portfolio, but you’d like a bit of help along the way with some funds to
consider, you may be interested in the Select 50.
It contains funds from the market that we
believe stand out from their peers. They are
chosen by Fidelity Multi Asset, who apply the
same criteria to Fidelity and third party funds,
so you can be sure you are receiving a
balanced selection.

Using the Select 50
Select 50 is divided into eight broad categories
which cover the major stock markets and other
key asset classes to help you find what you’re
looking for.
For most investors, the first decision will be to
decide which categories you want to invest in.
If you are building a portfolio from scratch, you
may want to combine multiple categories to
create a portfolio that meets your needs.

Whatever approach you choose, please
make sure you understand your chosen
funds before you invest, including the risks
they take. While the Select 50 represents
funds that our experts particularly rate, we
are not recommending these funds are
right for you. Additionally, you may own a
fund that is not listed on the Select 50 and
we are not recommending that you sell it.
You must ensure that any fund you choose
to invest in is suitable for your own
personal circumstances.

n Visit fidelity.co.uk/select
to start investing today

Our Multi Asset range and the Select 50 are managed by Fidelity Multi Asset, a global team of
investment professionals (located in London, Hong Kong and Tokyo) who manage over £34bn*.
This gives them on-the-ground access to markets and fund managers across the world.
As a result, they have a great deal of experience in identifying the best fund managers – from
within Fidelity and from other investment management companies all over the globe. They are also
experts in asset allocation, so they are able to design mixes of asset classes that they believe offer
the right combinations of risk to deliver on the fund’s parameters.
*Source: Fidelity Multi Asset as at 30th June 2019.
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Select ETFs

Our experts specialise in researching funds
and finding great opportunities. For Select ETF,
they’ve used their skills and knowledge to
identify exchange-traded funds with potential
for the long term, although this is not
guaranteed.
Exchange-traded funds (ETFs) are an
increasingly popular way to invest. These
low-cost passively-managed funds track the
performance of specific markets or certain
types of investments, such as companies that
pay a high level of dividend income.

n Our experts researched our full range of

Please note that Select ETF is not a
personal recommendation to buy ETFs.
Equally, if an ETF you already own is not on
the list, we’re not recommending you sell it.
You must ensure that any investment you
choose to invest in is suitable for your own
personal circumstances. Please remember
that the value of investments can go down
as well as up so you may get back less
than you invest.

n Visit fidelity.co.uk/shares/select-etf
to start investing today

ETFs to pick out the best-in-class based on
a range of measures, including cost

n They then divided this list into eight
categories to help you find what you’re
looking for

n These are the ETFs they believe have the
best chance of delivering on their
objectives.
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Investment
Finder
All the tools you
need to research
our full range

If you like doing your own investment research, it’s easy to analyse the full
range of funds offered by over 100 of the UK’s leading fund managers.

Instant evaluation

Greater detail

To create your own personal investment short
list all you have to do is first choose your
investment type and the criteria you’re
interested in and we will show you the funds
they apply to so that you can make your
decision. Example criteria include:

When you’ve identified a fund that you’re
interested in, click on its name to open a
factsheet. In addition to past performance
and ratings, you can see the composition of
the fund’s portfolio, its charges and key facts,
and information about the manager and
investment company.

n asset class

n Morningstar category and ratings
n costs
n past performance
n measures of risk and volatility

Whatever approach you choose, please
make sure you understand your chosen
funds and their level of risk before you
invest. You must ensure that any fund you
choose to invest in is suitable for your
personal circumstances. This information is
not a personal recommendation for any
particular investment. If you are unsure
about the suitability of an investment you
should speak to an authorised financial
adviser. Please remember, the value of
investments can go down as well as up, so
you may not get back the amount you invest.

n Visit fidelity.co.uk/investmentfinder
to start investing today
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Registering
your account
online

Looking ahead
Whichever option you choose, please
remember to review your investments
regularly. The easiest way to do this is
through our online account services, which
give you the latest performance information
for all your investments at any time of the
day or night.
To get started, just go to
fidelity.co.uk/register.

You should also regularly reassess the
suitability of your investments to ensure they
continue to meet your attitude to risk and
investment goals, making changes to your
funds if necessary. Although we are here to
help you make your investment decisions,
you are in charge of your investment
portfolio, so you will have to make any
necessary changes to your chosen funds.
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If you’d like help in deciding on the most tax-efficient ways to invest in your
chosen funds, try our account selection tool.
Simply visit fidelity.co.uk/getstarted and just
answer a few questions about your reasons for
investing and the time frame that you will be
investing for. The tool will then provide an
at-a-glance breakdown of the Fidelity accounts
that you may wish to choose from based on
the information you have supplied.

Your analysis

Using our account selection tool

In addition, we highlight any Fidelity services
that we think might help you achieve your aims,
such as our online investment guidance
service, which helps you choose funds (as
shown in the previous pages) and our
investment transfer service, helping you bring
all your investments together in one place. You
can then follow the links from this page to find
out more about the options we introduce.

All you have to do is select one of the four key
areas we have identified that investors tend to
focus on and then answer a few other
questions. These areas are:
n invest for my retirement
n save for a specific goal
n build up my general savings
n open an account for my children

From the information you have supplied you
will be given a range of options that you will
be eligible to open. There is also at-a-glance
information about each account’s tax
efficiency, eligibility rules, features,
accessibility and investment limits.

This information is not a personal
recommendation for any particular investment.
If you are unsure about the suitability of an
investment you should speak to an authorised
financial adviser.

For more information and before you invest, please ensure you have read Doing Business with
Fidelity, which incorporates the Fidelity Client Terms, and the relevant key information document
for your chosen fund(s). These documents give you all the information you need to know about
Fidelity, including details of the objective, investment policy, risks, charges and past
performance associated with the fund(s). These documents can be found at fidelity.co.uk/
doingbusiness. If you do not have a computer or access to the internet, please call Fidelity
on 0800 41 41 61 to request a printed copy of the documents. The Full Prospectus is also
available on request from Fidelity.
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Extra
benefits for
investors
with larger
portfolios
If you invest £250,000 or more with Fidelity you become a member of the Fidelity Wealth service.
We know that many of our members share investments with ther families, so any Fidelity investors
in your household automatically become part of Fidelity Wealth as well. This means you are all
eligible for a range of free benefits:
n a
 lower service fee of 0.2% (compared with our standard service fee of 0.35%). Service fees
are payable only on the ﬁrst £1,000,000 that you have invested with us. Ongoing fund charges
and transaction charges still apply.
n personalised service from a dedicated wealth team
n more detailed information about your funds, as we will send you quarterly portfolio reports
n access to exclusive special events
To find out more, call us on 0800 222 456.
Your investments at your fingertips with our
new App
The new Fidelity App is now available,
so its even easier to manage your
investments on the go, with the security of
a fingerprint login.
Checking the performance and latest
values of your holdings is straightforward
- and you can also buy, sell and switch
whenever you want, with over 3,000 funds
to choose from, plus shares from across
the UK market.
You can even set up Watchlists to track the performance of any investments you’re interested in
and link family members’ accounts with yours, so you can keep an eye on everything in one place.
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For more information go
to fidelity.co.uk/guidance
Call 0800 41 41 61
Call times
Monday to Friday 8am
to 6pm and Saturday
9am to 2pm
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